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Vapco’s super concentrated UV Dye formula is designed to find 
any and all leaks in HVACR systems. Ideal in both residential and 
commercial systems; UV Dye is great for preventative 
maintenance programs, and highlighting leaks as they form for 
easy detection and repair. 

Like all Vapco’s Direct inject products, UV Dye has been 
designed to atomize and travel with the refrigerant already in the 
system. It is compatible with all refrigerants and oils, so it will not 
negatively impact the lubricity or viscosity of the system and can 
be left in the system to continuously search for leaks. Just scan 
the system after installation with a UV lamp and florescence 
enhancing glasses, and any leaks will shine brightly. Don’t worry 
if you don’t have them, Vapco’s UV Dye is so bright that glasses 
and UV lamps are often not needed to find the leaks! 

Vapco’s UV Dye is the easiest to install in the industry. Single 
dose tubes are available in multiple sizes for any job. The easy to 
use direct inject tube can be put in through many means and no 
special tools are needed. Inject UV Dye with refrigerant, from high 
side to low side with gauges, or use one of our designated Direct 
Inject Tools. Most leaks can be found minutes after installation, but 
some commercial systems might take a few hours for the dye to completely circulate 
and locate the leaks. 

Save time and money from conventional and costly leak detection methods. Don’t 
waste time with messy pouring or trying to plunge in other inferior dyes. Find UV Dye 
by itself, or with our industry leading refrigeration seal in Seal and Dye, Tech in a 
Tube, and Kitchen Sink with UV Dye. No leak can hide from Vapco’s ultra-bright UV 
dye.

Key Features

•Saves time and money versus conventional methods

•Pinpoints exact spots leak has formed

•Not harmful to compressors, gauges, TXV’s or cap tubes
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